Analysis of the signals and mechanisms mediating nuclear trafficking of GATA-4. Loss of DNA binding is associated with localization in intranuclear speckles.
Nucleocytoplasmic transport of GATA-4 is important in maintaining and regulating normal cardiogenesis and heart function. This report investigates the detailed mechanisms of GATA-4 nuclear transport. We characterized a nonclassical nuclear localization signal between amino acids 270 and 324 that actively transports GATA-4 into the nucleus of both HeLa cells and cardiac myocytes. Fine mapping studies revealed four crucial arginine residues within this region that mediate active transport predominantly through the nonclassical pathway via interaction with importin beta. These four residues were also essential for the DNA binding activity of GATA-4 and transcriptional activation of cardiac-specific genes. Interestingly, mutation of these residues not only inhibited DNA binding and gene transcription but also resulted in a preferential accumulation of the GATA-4 protein in distinct subnuclear speckles. A cardiac myocyte-specific, chromosome maintenance region 1-dependent nuclear export signal consisting of three essential leucine residues was also identified. The current study provides detailed information on the nuclear shuttling pathways of GATA-4 that represents an additional mechanism of gene regulation.